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Abstract: Microfiltration is an important process in the pharmaceutical industry. Filter selection and
validation is a time-consuming and expensive process. Quality by design approach is important for
product safety. The article covers the instrumentalization and process control of a laboratory-scale
dead-end microfiltration layout. The layout is a downscale model of the actual production line, and
the goal is filter validation and analysis of process parameters, which may influence filter operation.
Filter size, fluid pressure, valve plunger speed, and timing issues were considered. The focus is on
the identification of the most influential process parameters and their influence on the repeatability of
pressure oscillations caused by valve opening. The goal was to find the worst-case scenario regarding
pressure oscillations and, consequently, filter energy intake. The layout was designed as compact as
possible to reduce pressure losses between the filter and valve. Valve-induced pressure oscillations
proved to be prevailing over the water hammer effect. Several filters in sizes between 3.5 cm2 and
6900 cm2 were tested, and some recommendations were suggested for the reduction of energy intake
of the filter and to improve the repeatability of the process.

Keywords: filtration; pressure oscillations; repeatability; process; parameter

1. Introduction

Membrane technologies are becoming more and more interesting due to lower energy
consumption compared to other separation technologies [1,2]. Membrane technology,
particularly reverse osmosis, can be used for potable water reuse [3] by removing even
pathogens (bacteria and viruses) and low molecular mass chemical contaminants [4]. It is
used in wastewater treatment [5,6] and in disease control [7]. Microfiltration is often used
in pharmaceutical and other industries and is studied widely [8–12].

This paper focuses on contributing factors and their influence on the repeatability of
the microfiltration process. Process repeatability is important from the process quality and
safety aspects [13]. It is important to be able to estimate the number of cycles (time) the
filter can withstand without damage or failure. Failure, in this case, is considered as filter
clogging or penetration of bacteria, either by membrane damage or some kind of bacteria
deformation [14]. The goal of the filter selection and validation is to ensure that the filter
will operate without failure for the whole product batch [15]. The focus of this paper is on
a small-scale laboratory experimental set, which was developed for laboratory testing since
it is cheaper, faster, more controllable, and easier to change the process parameters [16,17].
It is beneficial to perform laboratory tests to select the proper filter and estimate its lifespan
before actual filter implementation and process validation. Furthermore, some data may
be acquired to be used in simulations or in advanced process control [18]. Repeatability
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analysis and pressure measurements were made in a non-sterile environment, which makes
them cheaper and less demanding for staff.

The goal of the testing was to find the worst-case process scenario and find the
influential parameters that have an impact on the filter lifespan and the repeatability of
the process. The worst-case scenario process parameters can then be used in the filter
validation procedure.

The assumption was that the change in one parameter might have some effect on other
parameters, and some data were collected that might be useful for the design process of new
lines. The side effect of this analysis is the possibility of identifying a critical production
process parameter (or parameters) and making some kind of parameter recording or control
to increase the process reliability, process control, or possible failure detection [19].

Process repeatability is important for process stability and product quality. The results
acquired during a stable and repeatable process are more reliable than a single set of data.
Some statistical analysis must be used when comparing the process data on the laboratory
and production lines. It is impossible to compare data when the process repeatability is
poor. The poor repeatability of the first tests was the main reason for the analysis presented
in this paper.

This filter system is used to keep the fluid level in a surge tank at a certain tolerance
to enable consistent filing of the product in the final package. The mass tolerance in the
final package can be as low as 0.001 g, so even the fluid level in the surge tank can have an
influence on the stability of the filling process. It is easier to optimize the process (valve
opening, pressure. . .) in case of a stable and repeatable process, which might lead to fewer
valve operations and possible filter selection optimization.

The focus of this paper is on pressure oscillations taking place during system valve
opening and closing and, consequently, the energy impact on the filter [20]. According
to [20], the energy impact during valve opening is higher than during valve closing, so the
article will focus on valve opening. In some cases, pressure oscillations can be used for
fouling layer removal [21].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Filters

A wide spectrum of filter sizes were tested, from a single-layer filter to stacked filters.
The membrane was hydrophilic Durapore polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) with 0.22 µm
pore size. The membrane area was between 3.5 cm2 and 6900 cm2. The minimum size
filter was a 3.9 cm long Optiscale 25 capsule with a 3.5 cm2 filtration area with Luer Lok
connections. This filter is referenced as small. The maximum size filter (large) tested was
Opticap XL10 with a 6900 cm2 filtration area, tri-clamp connections, and a cartridge length
of 25 cm. The main limiting factor of filter size is tri-clamp fittings and filtering capacity at
high filter pressure drop when pressure losses in hydraulic connections become significant
due to increased fluid velocity.

2.2. Filtrate

For economic and possibly health issues, the laboratory experiments were limited to
distilled water at approximately room temperature. The tests were made in a non-sterile
environment at room temperature, and fluid was exposed to the environment. Some tests
on small filters were made with substitutes. No significant discrepancies were observed,
but due to the possible influence of substitute deterioration on process repeatability, the
decision was made to present the results with distilled water.

2.3. Development of Experimental Lay-Out

The experimental layout consists of the hydraulic part and the measurement and
control part. The testing procedure was developed, and nomenclature was defined to
enable automatized data analysis.
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2.3.1. Hydraulic Part

The experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. The siphon principle was applied, and
pressurized nitrogen was used as the moving force.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the experiment.

The fluid supply part is the same as in [22], but the valve and pressure sensors
were added. Gravity filtration [23] might be used for pressure drop approx. 0.1 bar [24].
Pump [25] was ruled out as one system was planned for all filters (3.5 cm2 to 6900 cm2 or
even higher) and as pressure drop on the filter is a process parameter. (pressure drops 0.1,
0.3, 0.5, and 1 bar were set during testing). An 80-L water tank was used as the liquid supply.
A Festo pressure regulator VPPM-6L-1-G18-0L2N-V1P-S1 (Festo SE & Co. KG, Esslingen am
Neckar, Germany) was used for nitrogen pressure control. (Maximum hysteresis 10 mbar,
±0.5 linearity, and repetition accuracy). The pressure was set by voltage signal (0–10 V,
corresponding to 0–2 bar). The sensors, filter, and valve were connected by tri-clamp
fittings. Two Keller PR-35X (KELLER Druckmesstechnik AG, Winterthur, Switzerland)
piezoresistive sensors (PR0 and PR1) were used for static pressure measurements. The
measurement range for PR0 was 3 bar, and the range for PR1 was 2 bar. Kistler 601 CAA
(Kistler Holding AG, Winterthur, Switzerland) piezoelectric sensors with Kistler 5015
amplifiers were used for the pressure oscillation measurements (PE0 and PE1). Different
filters with different fittings were analyzed; thus, some clamp adaptors were necessary. An
electro-pneumatic valve, Burkert 2000 (Christian Bürkert GmbH & Co. KG, Ingelfingen,
Germany), with an electric valve 6014 and tri-clamp connection, was controlled by a
24 VDC signal. According to [26], it was oriented 2→1 (movement of the plunger during
valve opening in the same direction as fluid). An inductive sensor, RDP DCTH400AG
(RDP Electronics Ltd., Wolverhampton, UK), was connected to the plunger to measure
the valve lift. This parameter was used for the determination of valve opening/closing
time and for an explanation of pressure diagrams [27]. The electro-pneumatic valve was
driven by the compressed air, the pressure of which was controlled by a Fluidtec PR 4000
04 (FLUIDTEC AG, Kreuzlingen, Switzerland) pressure regulator. The compressed air
pressure was measured by a Kistler piezoresistive sensor. Kern EOC 100K-3 (KERN &
SOHN GmbH, Balingen, Germny) and Kern PCB 3500-2 (KERN & SOHN GmbH, Balingen,
Germny) scales were used for the mass flow measurements. Filtered fluid was weighted
in an open container to eliminate possible back-pressure issues, but some kind of fluid
contamination is possible. In all cases, the pressures PE0 and PE1 were levelized by taking
the corresponding PR (static) pressure and adding the PE (dynamic pressure) value.

2.3.2. Measurement and Control

A NI cRIO 9047 system was used for control and data acquisition. The modules Ni
9215 (4 channel voltage analog input (0–10 V), NI 9203 (8 channel current analog input
(0–20 mA), NI 9870 (4 channel RS-232 communication and a NI 9282/NI 9285 relay module
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were used in NI cRIO. An analog output module NI 9269 integrated into a NI 9171 chassis
was used for nitrogen pressure control. The LabVIEW, LabVIEW RT, and LabVIEW FPGA
software were used. The nitrogen pressure control was controlled by the host PC. The main
program was running on an FPGA. The program was built like a state machine, but there
was no transition between the states. There were 3 states: manual, flow measurement, and
pulse measurement.

Manual operation was used during setup and testing. During the flow measurement
and dynamic measurements, all the pressures and plunger lift were measured simulta-
neously with a 50 kHz sampling frequency. The voltage inputs from the amplifiers and
plunger lift signals were connected to a NI 9215 module. The Keller PR pressure sensors
were connected to a 24 V power supply, and the analog current signal was connected to NI
9203. The Keller PR-35X sensors can be used with a K-114 amplifier (USB connection). In
this case, the temperature compensation of measured values is possible, but the sampling
frequency is limited to approx. 100 Hz. Additionally, it is practically impossible to syn-
chronize USB sensors, AI signals, and DO (digital signals for valve control), so the decision
was made to sacrifice temperature compensation and some accuracy for higher sampling
frequency and synchronization. The sampling frequency of 50 kHz was a kind of trade-off
to reduce the data quantity to reasonable levels. The resonant frequency of PE sensors
exceeds 215 kHz [28], but the resonant frequencies of PR [29] and the inductive sensor [30]
are much lower than 50 kHz. The system was designed and tested to acquire 6 channels for
more than 10 s.

NI cRIO 9047 [31] has an 80 MHz internal base clock, so its influence of timing and
synchronization delays on the process parameters will be neglected.

2.3.3. Testing Procedure

During all tests, the following procedure was followed:
Filling the tank with the fluid.
Removal of the gas in the fluid (system venting).
Setting the pressure level in the water tank to achieve the desired pressure drop on

the filter.
Measurement of the fluid flow at the desired pressure drop.
Dynamic testing of 30+ repetitions.
Measurement of the fluid flow at the desired pressure drop.
The measurement of the fluid flow was repeated to control possible changes in the

filter characteristics due to fouling [32]. The fouling might have been caused by some
algae [33] or micro-corrosion in the water tank. Fouling was noticeable in the case of the
small filters, especially since a significant amount of fluid had to be filtered during the
filling of the system and system venting.

Dynamic tests were carried out under flow and no-flow conditions simply by switching
the manual valve at the system exit to an open or closed position. The dynamic testing
procedure was as follows: 0.5 s after the data recording started, the relay received the
command to switch. The 24 VDC was switched to valve 6014, which delivered compressed
air to the valve plunger and initiated the opening of the plunger. The fluid flow started.
After the selected time (2 s to 6 s), valve 6014 was switched off, and the plunger closed the
valve. It was also possible to carry out no-flow measurements by closing the manual valve
at the system outflow and observing only plunger-induced pressure oscillations. Pressures
were measured before and after the filter. Some pressure oscillations occurred, but their
frequency and duration were filter size and fluid property (pressure, density. . .) dependent.
The valve-induced pressure oscillations were used for the degassing of small filters and
repeatability analysis of the electro-mechanical part of the system. Since piezo-electric
(PE) sensors have a much lower response time than piezo-resistive (PR) sensors, they were
chosen as the reference during the repeatability study of the dynamic phenomena.
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2.4. Statistical Analysis

The standard deviation was calculated from at least 30 repetitions. More than 35 dy-
namic tests were acquired, and the first 2–4 were discarded to enable the system to stabilize
and improve the consistency of the results. The data were arranged according to measure-
ment system time. Two contributing factors affect the standard deviation. The first is the
difference in the amplitude of the signal, and the second is the time shift of the signals,
which will be addressed in detail in Section 3.3.2.

2.5. Filter Flow Rate Measurement

It is important to know the actual mass flow of the fluid through different filters at
different pressure drops. Some phenomena, like the water hammer effect, are dependent
on fluid flow. The focus of this paper is on the pressure waves during valve opening,
but during the closing of the valve plunger, the induced oscillations combined with the
water hammer effect. Scales were used for flow measurement, similar to [34], and RS-232
communication was applied for the values’ transfer. The issue that occurred is that the
serial communication module NI-9870 cannot operate with FPGA. This communication can
work on the real-time controller of NI-9047, but not at the same frequency as it was used
for pressure signal acquisition. The suitable sampling frequency for flow measurements
is 1–5 Hz, so some adjustments and averaging were made for the pressure signals (p0
and p1 represent PR0 and PR1 after averaging). The results for flow measurement are
presented in Figures 2 and 3. The program was run in a flow measurement state. After
some time, the valve was opened by a mouse click, and after the desired time or quantity, it
was closed by a mouse click. The mass flow was calculated via linear approximation of the
cumulative mass curve. Some samples in the beginning and at the end of the measurement
were discarded to reduce the influence of the transient regime during closing and opening.
The proper measuring procedure for that kind of application is described in [35], but since
filters are fouling constantly and due to the limited fluid capacity of the water tank, some
simplifications were necessary. It was assumed that they do not reduce the accuracy of the
mass flow results beyond an acceptable level.
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3. Results
3.1. Flow Measurements

The minimum tubing inner diameter of 15.5 mm was too large for small filter mass
flow measurements, but the decision was made to use the same connection elements as
in a production line. The main difference is the usage of the smaller-scale Kern PCB with
a 3.5 kg range and 0.01 g resolution. When filling the whole system with the fluid, it is
possible to clog the small filter partially, and the low fluid velocity makes the degassing
process complicated. Therefore, the probability increases of residual gas in the fluid and its
effect on the repeatability of the results. Additionally, some flow oscillations may occur
in the outlet tube. Figure 2 shows the mass flow measurement data and step-like curve of
the total mass. Linear approximation can compensate for some of the error caused by over-
dimensioned tubes in the case of low fluid flow in the case of small filters, low pressures,
or both. As an additional control, some parameters were included in the file with dynamic
measurement results. Those parameters included the timing of valve opening and closing
and the current scale value. If some kind of fouling occurs during an extensive number of
consecutive tests, it is possible to detect it by using the difference between the scale value
and the actual time of the valve opening.

When measuring mass flow through large filters, the main problem is the high flow
rate. It is hard to keep the pressure before the filter in the desired tolerance. It is possible to
control the nitrogen pressure, but the change (decrease) of fluid level in the reservoir leads
to a change in the total pressure before the filter, as shown in Figure 3. Please note that the
static pressures PR0 and PR1 had to be set to 0.95 bar to achieve a dynamic pressure drop on
the filter at 0.5 bar. In this case, the water hammer effect can result in a significant pressure
peak during valve closing, especially if the pressure losses between the fluid reservoir and
test system are significant.

The fluid pressure level was set to achieve a 0.5 bar pressure drop on the filter. The
mass flow was 0.178 g/s (Optiscale 25), as shown in Figure 2, and 452 g/s (Opticap XL10)
as shown in Figure 3.
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3.2. Acquisition of Dynamic Data

Pressure diagrams acquired during dynamic testing were used to identify parameters
influencing process repeatability and for filter energy intake calculation. Total acquisi-
tion time was between 5 s and 8 s, depending on the time required for fluid oscillations
to disappear.

The dynamic test results (flow condition) for the large filter (opening and closing of
the valve) are presented in Figure 4.
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As can be observed in Figure 4, there are some oscillations in both pressure curves.
Almost 1 s is needed for pressure stabilization after valve opening. Pressures PE0 and PE1
are in phase and almost the same in amplitude during valve closing, contributing less to
the filter energy intake [20]. There are some additional oscillations in the PE1 curve caused
by plunger movements. PE0 and PE1 were placed before and after the filter, and the filter
acted as a dampener, removing some of the high-frequency pressure oscillations in the
PE0 signal. Sensor PE1 was also closer to the electro-pneumatic valve, causing pressure
fluctuations, so it is the best reference parameter. A pressure difference (drop) on the filter
can be observed as well. This is the main process parameter. The absolute pressure value is
dependent on the cumulative pressure loss, which is highly dependent on the fluid mass
flow. In this case, plunger movement lasted less than 0.05 s during valve opening and 0.15 s
during closing.

The results for the small filter are presented in Figure 5. The time needed for pressure
stabilization is shorter, and the frequency of oscillations is higher. The results can be used
to define the valve opening process phase. The opening of the electro-pneumatic valve
occurred at 0.515 s. Some valve-induced vibrations transmitted to the fluid and caused the
pressure oscillations detected by the PE1 sensor. At 0.528 s, a change in the lift signal can
be observed, indicating the separation of the plunger from the seat. At 0.535 s, a drop in
the PE1 signal can be observed, indicating the start of the fluid flow.
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3.3. Identification of Influential Parameters

Influential parameters can be divided into two groups. The first group consists of
parameters that impact mostly on the pressure level. The parameters influencing process
repeatability are placed in the second group. There is another parameter which will not
be considered in this paper. This parameter is the internal diameter of the pipes and other
elements in the setup. The internal diameter of all elements was at least 15.5 mm, but the
length, shape, and arrangements of some connecting elements may vary, depending on the
filter size and connector.

3.3.1. Parameters Influencing the Pressure Level
Filter Size/Volume

Averaged pressure diagrams during valve opening for the large and the small filters
are presented in Figure 6. The manual valve at the system outflow side (see Figure 1) was
closed to avoid a flow-influenced phenomenon, like a water hammer effect.

As can be seen in the averaged pressure and its standard deviation curve presented in
Figure 6, the duration of the pressure oscillations was much shorter and more intense in
the case of the small filter, so for the rest of the paper, the focus will be on the small filter,
which specific dynamic loads are higher. In this case, the size of the large filter and its fluid
volume acted as a dumping factor, reducing the pressure peaks, standard deviation of the
pressure signals, and repeatability of the plunger-induced pressure oscillations. The main
process parameter was the filter pressure drop, i.e., the pressure difference before and after
the filter during stable flow. Due to much higher-pressure losses, in-line and local losses
within the system at high flow rates, the pressure level in the N2 tank in the case of a big
filter needs to be approx. 0.4 bar higher than in the case of a small filter to achieve the same
filter pressure drop, as can be seen in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 shows the difference between the small and large filters under fluid flow
conditions (manual valve open). The pressure gradient was higher in the case of the small
filter. It is also interesting to observe the movement of the plunger (lift). The movement of
the plunger in the case of the smaller filter started 2 ms sooner, while the change in the lift
gradient occurred a little later. The main reason for this was the higher fluid pressure and
lower cumulative force on the plunger in the case of the large filter. The standard deviation
of the pressure was higher in the case of the smaller filter, so this is another validation of
the hypothesis that the smaller filter is more interesting when repeatability is an issue. It
is possible to observe pressure oscillations at 0.580 s (Optiscale 25) and 0.582 s (Opticap
XL10). Those oscillations occur when the plunger hits the seat at its final position.

Fluid Pressure

As stated, the main process parameter (as on the production line) was the pressure
drop on the filter, and since system pressure losses depend highly on fluid flow rate,
different pressures within the water tank (see Figure 1) and thus within the whole system
were applied for different filters. A higher pressure in the system can have a significant
effect on the fluid properties, especially when the residues of gas are present. The existence
of some minor gas bubbles in the filter or near the seals could not be ruled out, and absolute
pressure can have a significant effect on the size and compressibility module of the fluid
and, consequently, the velocity of sound and the resonant frequency. In order to analyze
the influence of water tank pressure level on repeatability, the tests (30 repetitions) were
performed with a 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, and 1 bar pressure drop on the small size filter (Optiscale 25)
and averaged pressure traces and corresponding standard deviation curves are presented
in Figure 8. The pressure drop on the filter might be considered transmembrane pressure,
but since pressure sensors are placed in a T-type fitting and there are some additional
pressure losses in sealings, filter housing, and reduction fittings, the exact transmembrane
pressure is a little lower than the pressure drop.
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The results presented in Figure 8 show that the pressure oscillations started at the
same time in all four cases, but the shifted pressure peaks and different pressure amplitudes
pointed to a possible change in the fluid’s compression module due to different amounts of
dissolved small gas bubbles. Generally, a higher gas content reduces the pressure peaks.
It is possible to observe differences in the pressure gradient in the time interval between
0.535 s and 0.540 s (see Figure 9). This is another effect of the increased water tank pressure.
It increases plunger speed during valve opening by increasing cumulative force acting on
the plunger. As a result, the pressure drop gradient increases with water tank pressure,
which can be observed in Figure 9. By focusing on the interval when the plunger starts
to move, as presented in Figures 9 and 10 and defined in Figure 11, it can be observed
that the standard deviation values were almost the same regardless of the static pressure
but sometimes shifted too, as more time is required to accumulate adequate pressure.
The main peaks in the standard deviation correspond to the maximum changes in the
pressure diagram, like the starting or stopping of the plunger movement. The plunger
movement depends on cumulative force, and all forces except the fluid compression force
were the same. The time required for the compressed air force in the valve to overcome
other forces is dependent mostly on fluid pressure. The lowest standard deviation values
can be observed in the case of the 1 bar filter pressure drop (1.06 bar static pressure). Most
likely, the residual gas was dissolved in the fluid, increasing its homogeneity. An additional
explanation can be that pressure forces are usually more predictable than friction forces.
According to the authors’ experience, at least the first two tests varied significantly from the
others. Sometimes, even the next two were somewhat different (usually after a prolonged
stop in the measurements). That is why 35+ repetitions were acquired, and the first four
were not considered in the statistical analysis.
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time acquired during valve opening with 7.5 bar and 6.0 bar compressed air pressure; small filter
(Optiscale 25) dynamic test—no-flow conditions.

Valve Plunger Speed

The electro-pneumatic valve plunger speed is dependent mostly on the compressed air
pressure, but, as presented in Figure 8, the fluid pressure has some impact as well, associated
mostly with the starting of the plunger movement (the first valley in the corresponding
pressure diagram). The tests shown in this chapter were made with a small filter and a
0.5 bar pressure drop. The pressure regulator and pressure chamber were used to minimize
the influence of the compressed air pressure oscillations. Two pressure levels were tested,
and two lengths of the tube between the pressure chamber and the valve were tested to
simulate some parameters that can happen during production.

The goal of the experiment was to test the extreme values, so the measurements were
performed at 7.5 bar and 6 bar. The pressure level tolerance was 0.02 bar. According to
the documentation [30], the minimum operating pressure for the electro-pneumatic valve
is 4 bar. The influence of compressed air tube length will be discussed in Section 3.3.2.
The average value and standard deviation of the signals are presented in Figure 10. The
manual valve at the end was closed (no-flow conditions) to eliminate the fluid flow and
fluid properties related to contributing factors. When there is no flow, the gas bubbles that
might be trapped in the fluid cannot escape, and the fluid temperature is constant. Thus,
the testing conditions do not vary a lot.

As can be observed in Figure 10, the compressed air supply started at almost the same
time (0.514 s), as shown on the pressure and standard deviation curve. The minimum PE1
pressure level occurred with approx. 7 ms delay and at 0.2 bar lower amplitude in the case
when 6 bar compressed air was used. The influence of the compressed air pressure on
the plunger lift is presented in Figure 11. The movement of the plunger was delayed by
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approximately 6 ms, and the final position was reached approximately 17 ms later when
the pressure was 6 bar.
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Figure 11. Averaged pressure behind the filter (PE1) and plunger lift versus time acquired during
valve opening with 7.5 bar and 6.0 bar compressed air pressure; small filter (Optiscale 25) dynamic
test—no-flow conditions.

There was a change in the lift gradient of approximately 5 ms after the start of the
movement. It is assumed that this corresponded to the change in the internal geometry of
the valve. The plunger (valve orientation 2→1 was applied) moved mostly in the general
flow direction, resulting in a negative pressure gradient at the beginning of the movement
and a positive pressure gradient when the valve was at least partially open. It is possible to
estimate the time required for specific phases during valve opening (values for 7.5 bar air
pressure): 15 ms between the command and starting of the compressed air supply, 20 ms
starting of the plunger movement, and 45 ms until the plunger stops.

So far, process parameters have been discussed; however, the applied hardware may
also influence process repeatability.

3.3.2. Parameters Influencing Process Repeatability
Timing/Relay

There are two relays available for a cRIO system. NI 9482 is a 4-channel electro-
mechanical relay, and NI 9485 is an 8-channel semiconductor relay. NI 9482 is suitable for
higher switching currents, and that is why it was used in the first system. The compressed
air pressure and fluid pressure were the same. The compressed air repeatability pressure
interval was ±0.05 bar, and the fluid pressure interval was ±0.02 bar. It was observed that
the first 3–5 cycles had a higher spread due to the different frictions of the plunger, so they
were discarded, and only the last 30 are presented in Figure 12.
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Figure 13. Overlapping of the PE1 signals acquired during valve opening with the application of
semiconductor relay NI-9485; small filter (Optiscale 25) dynamic test—no-flow conditions.

As can be observed in Figure 12, the first disturbance of the pressure signal can be
observed 15 ms after the switch. This corresponds to the starting of the compressed air
supply via activation of the electric valve. The peak values between 0.54 s and 0.545 s corre-
spond to the plunger movement. It is possible to observe the time spread of approximately
3 ms. The procedure was repeated with the semi-conductor relay NI-9485. The results are
presented in Figure 13.

By comparison of Figures 12 and 13, it is possible to observe that NI-9485 was a
little faster (approx. 1 ms), but the repeatability was much better in this case. There was
not much difference between the spread close to the electro-pneumatic valve opening in
Figures 12 and 13, but it is obvious when the pressure amplitudes were higher, pointing
to the importance of the parameters in the initial phase of the valve opening/start of air
supply [36]. There is a correlation between the spread and the relay bounce time (3 ms), as
defined in [37]. The spread in time can influence the average value like a high-pass filter.
The mean value and standard deviation of the signals are presented in Figure 14. The time
delay of approx. 1 ms can be observed again, and the slight difference in the amplitude of
the averaged signal can be seen as well. The peak of standard deviation was higher and
wider when NI 9482 was used, pointing to worse repeatability.
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Figure 14. Comparison of averaged PE1 signals and corresponding standard deviation acquired
during valve opening with application of relays NI-9482 and NI-9485; small filter (Optiscale 25)
dynamic test—no-flow conditions.

Valve Opening Speed

The movement of the plunger is controlled by four forces. Compressed air is used for
opening, and a spring is used for closing. Friction forces and fluid pressure forces occur as
well. The last two are mostly constant after three to five cycles. The pressure difference on
the filter was set to 0.5 bar. The most influential parameter was compressed air pressure
and its drop after the valve opening. An approximately 1 dm3 volume pressure reservoir
was used for pressure stabilization. The influence of the compressed air pressure level
was addressed partially in Figure 10. The peak of the standard deviation of the PE1 signal
was concentrated close to the extreme pressure level in the case of 7.5 bar. The peak of the
standard deviation in the case of 6 bar was wider, which hints at a wider spread of the
results. Since approx. 4 bar pressure is needed to overcome spring force, higher pressure
results in a faster and more consistent plunger movement.

Two compressed air tube lengths were used to study the influence of tube length on
process stability. Both tubes were plastic with an internal diameter of 8 mm. The Short Tube
(ST) was 200 mm long, and the Long Tube (LT) was 20 m long. The results are presented in
Figure 15.

The results presented in Figure 15 show the significant effect of the tube length on the
averaged pressure curve. The averaged PE1 pressure valley value was smaller in the case
of the longer tube. Together with the wider spread of standard deviation, it leads to the
conclusion of worse repeatability. Please note that the peak of the standard deviation of
PE1 in the case of the shorter tube was located close to the valley pressure value, while it
was shifted in the case of the longer tube.
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4. Discussion

The presented system was used for flow measurements and dynamic tests. The main
purpose of acquired dynamic data was the calculation of the stress acting on the fil-
ter [20]. The results are presented in Table 1. It can be observed that the filter energy
intake increased with the compressed air pressure. The longer tube resulted in lower energy
intake but resulted in worse repeatability. A practical industrial solution might be the
introduction of a pressure reservoir in conjunction with the pressure regulator close to the
valve. The statistical analysis of the measured data increased the confidence in the energy
intake calculation.

Table 1. Comparison of filter energy intake.

Tube Length Compressed Air Pressure Fluid Pressure Drop on the Filter Energy Intake (Opening)

200 mm 6 bar 0.5 bar 1.5 J/m2

200 mm 7.5 bar 0.5 bar 2.1 J/m2

20 m 7.5 bar 0.5 bar 1.75 J/m2

The system enables measurement of mass flow for different filters and the closing and
opening times of the valve. When those parameters are known, it is possible to optimize
the surge tank filling procedure and reduce the number of valve cycles. In this case, the
actual relay characteristics must be measured to know the time delay and possible bouncing
period, maybe even considering them during the designing process.

It is possible to adjust the system to smaller filters and smaller fluid flows by replacing
the outlet tube with a smaller diameter tube. Modifications that can improve the repeata-
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bility in the case of larger fluid flow are associated mostly with the flow intake. The focus
should be on reducing the pressure losses before the filter and a larger fluid reservoir with
a larger diameter to reduce the effect of the fluid level. The other possibility is an adaptive
control of the nitrogen pressure to compensate for the drop in the fluid level.

The influence of compressed air pressure was studied, and possible improvements
were suggested. Furthermore, it was possible to measure and observe dependencies be-
tween the influential parameters, which might be useful during possible process simulation
or digital twin setup.

5. Conclusions

A laboratory scale filtering system was implemented successfully and used for mea-
surements with filters of various sizes. It was equipped with several sensors to enable better
insight into the filtering process, pressure oscillations, and stresses on the filter. It is possible
to test different filters if they have compatible tri-clamp connections. The system had a
high level of automation but still enabled the operator to choose the opening and closing
times of the valve and total recording time to focus on the desired phase of the process. It
is also possible to automate the measuring procedure to run for a desired number of cycles
and collect data connected to filter fouling or failure.

The process parameters with the highest impact on process repeatability were identi-
fied, and the repeatability of the laboratory layout was improved. Some possible solutions
to improve production line repeatability were suggested.

Possible further improvement might be the usage of the signals for mass flow determi-
nation [38] and possibly in situ non-intrusive filter fouling estimation.
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